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The Unfinished Nation: A Concise History of the American People continues the evolution of Alan 
Brinkley's influential work as authors John M. Giggie and Andrew J. Huebner build upon this 
canonical text, with a focus on making history relatable and accessible to today's students.

Its authorship, balanced narrative, and coverage effectuates personal connections with students 
drawing upon their own experiences prompting readers to interpret evidence before them and bring 
to the task their own questions for a continuing conversation of our ever-unfinished nation.
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SupportAtEveryStep.com: Your place for above and beyond in-person and self-service support. 

New Features 

CONTEXTUALIZE THE PAST WITH CONNECT HISTORY    

 

• Strengthen Reading Comprehension of Students—SmartBook is a proven-effective formula for students to 
formulate a broader understanding of historical events.  By personalizing learning to individual student needs, it 
continually adapts to pinpoint knowledge gaps and focus learning on topics that need the most attention. Study time 
is more productive, and as a result, students are better prepared for class and coursework. For instructors, 
SmartBook tracks student progress and provides insights that can guide teaching. 
Learn more at: bit.ly/smartbook2020 

 

• Application-Based Activities—These learn-by-doing exercises, available for every chapter, allow students to 
practice and gain foundational knowledge of key concepts, while help them apply their knowledge through interactive 
critical-thinking assignments. Students receive immediate feedback and can track progress in their own report. 
Detailed results let instructors discover how each student performs and track the progress of ALL students in their 
course.  
 

• Bi-Annual Podcast Episodes—Freshen your classes and gain increased flexibility to design a dynamic learning 
environment, with available bi-annual podcast episodes.  Each contain a variety of tools to enliven learning with 
coverage of topics inclusive of current events and how they correlate/compare to events of past time.   
Learn more at: bit.ly/histpodcast 
 

• Over 100 Visual & Interactive Maps—Deepening students’ knowledge of geography while promote discovery, maps 
are integrated for exploration and support to develop perspectives. 

 

• Critical Thinking in Geography—30 Map Videos deepen students thinking about geography of history.  Dynamic 
questioning complemented by interactive maps present intersection American History in geography. 
 

• Over 600 Primary Source Documents—Through Power of Process, instructors have access to a database of more 
than 600 searchable primary sources, in addition to the capability of uploading their own sources, instructors select a 
series of strategies for students to use to analyze and comment on a source. The Power of Process framework helps 
students develop essential academic skills such as understanding, analyzing, and synthesizing readings and visuals 
such as maps, leading students toward higher order thinking and writing. 
Learn more at: bit.ly/historypop 
 

• Writing Assignment Plus—Deliver a learning experience that improves students’ written communication skills and 
conceptual understanding with every assignment. Designed to help your students hone their writing skills with 
integrated grammar checker, originality detection, and McGraw Hill learning resources, these writing tools offers a 
single place to assign, monitor, and provide feedback, so you can provide feedback more efficiently.  

       Learn more at: bit.ly/connectwriting  
 
 

AUTHORSHIP, BALANCED NARRATIVE & COVERAGE 

• Inclusive and Current Interpretations—The tenth edition brings in new scholarship, and an enlarged focus on the 
history of Native Americans, the experiences of enslaved peoples in the United States, the ever-shifting political 
landscape with its associated opportunities and challenges, the Civil War and Reconstruction periods, the 
struggles and successes of Black Americans since the Civil War, and dramatic political and economic change in the 
twenty-first century, including discussion of the COVID-19 pandemic.  New interactive elements and videos amplify 
and enhance this updated content. 
 

• Substantial Reworking: Chapter 6—This chapter features thorough and enhanced coverage of the Constitution, 
slavery, and the rancor of early American politics. 

 

• Newest Scholarship on Jeffersonian Period—Chapter 7 has been significantly revised to reflect latest scholarship 
on Jeffersonian Era, with particular attention toward westward expansion, violence against and dispossession of 
Native Americans, and the War of 1812. 
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• Rewritten Chapters 14 & 15—These chapters contain exhaustive revisions for inclusion of latest scholarship, and 
representation of underserved voices.  

 

• Significantly Revised & Updated Chapters 18, 19 & 20—Chapter 18 features substantial revisions to content on 
immigration and ethnicity, consumerism, labor, and urban life, and with new material on LGBTQ communities.  
Chapter 19 has been updated with a new Consider the Source feature on imperialism, along with substantial 
revisions on topics including: populism, party politics, imperialism, and wars in the Philippines and the Caribbean.  
Chapter 20 has been significantly updated, with substantial revisions to the Debating the Past feature on 
Progressivism and to topics including progressive ideology and politics, eugenics, woman suffrage, and race and 
progressivism. 

 

• Thoroughly Reworked and Organized Chapter 31—Revised according to a framework of broader themes within 
recent history, this chapter focuses on the rise of political polarization, the impacts of shifting population 
demographics, and the evolving consequences of globalization, including the global spread of disease.  

 

PERSONAL CONNECTIONS WITH STUDENTS  

Consider The Source—In every chapter, Consider the Source features guide students through careful analysis 
of historical documents and prompt them to closely examine the ideas expressed, as well as the historical 
circumstances. 
 
Debating The Past—Essays introduce students to the contested quality of much of the American past, and 
they provide a sense of the evolving nature of historical scholarship. From examining specific differences in 
historical understandings of the Constitution, to exploring the causes of the Civil War and the significance of 
Watergate, these essays familiarize students with the interpretive character of historical understanding. 
 
American In The World—Essays focus on specific parallels between American History and those of other 
nations and demonstrate the importance of the many global influences on the American story. Topics such as 
the global Industrial Revolution, the abolition of slavery, and the global depression of the 1920's provide 
concrete examples of the connections between the history of the United States and the history of other 
nations. 
 
Patterns of Popular Culture—Essays bring fads, crazes, hangouts, hobbies, and entertainment into the story 
of American History, encouraging students to expand their definition of what constitutes history and gain a 
new understanding of what popular culture reveals about a society. 
 
 
ENHANCED TEACHING & LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

• Online Learning Course Modules—Taking an online course can be quite hard for students, which is why the 
authors created assignable learning modules on how to succeed in an online course—28 concepts featured in topic 
areas of: preparing for an online course, communicating electronically, taking online tests, and how to use effective 
online and learning resources. 

 

ACCESSIBLE TO ALL 

• Enhanced Accessibility for Students with Disabilities—Our reviewers expressed the need for a learning program 
inclusive to all students, regardless of learning style or disability, and we listened. The tenth edition meets this need 
by offering: A brand-new textbook interior design, with deliberate color choices accessible to all; alternate descriptions 
viewable in screen readers for images used within the eBook; closed-captioned video resources; Connect questions 
in a keyboard-navigable format; Instructor and student PowerPoints® that contain new colors and fonts accessible to 
all, plus alternate descriptions viewable in screen readers for all images.  
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EMPOWERED EDUCATORS.  
INSPIRED STUDENTS.
That’s the power of McGraw-Hill Connect® - A course 
management and adaptive learning solution that enhances 
what you’ve told us is most important - your unique voice. 
Connect gives you the tools, technology, and support you 
need to streamline course delivery and unlock the learning 
potential of every one of your students.

STUDENT SUCCESS 
IT ALL STARTS  
WITH YOU.

200 MILLION INTERACTIONS 
PER MONTH AND GROWING. 



WHAT EDUCATORS THINK OF CONNECT 

It all starts with you and a courseware  
solution that enhances your unique  
teaching style with support at every step.

A partnership mindset – committed to your goals and  
vision for success

Control over the course experience that aligns to your 
teaching style

Easy to learn, use, and personalize for faculty and students

Platform and content quality assurance, accuracy, and 
reliability

Flexible, accessible, and affordable student options 

Actionable insights, measurable results and outcomes

A proven process and methodology for implementation  
and support

““With Connect’s powerful personalized studying 
experience, you can have students learn the basics before 
they come to class. Allowing you to be the educational 
expert that leads students to more “Ah-ha!” moments.”
- Roger Butters, Economics Professor

© 2020 McGraw-Hill Education. All rights reserved.

To learn more, visit mheducation.com/connect
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Affordability & Outcomes 

Support At Every Step 
Faculty support is critical to the success of implementing 
and using digital courseware. That’s why we teamed up 
with faculty to create a website dedicated to providing 
above-and-beyond support. From initial training to 
implementing new tools to digging into the data, we’re 
here to help. 

Let us know how we can partner with you at every step.

Find all the resources you need for a successful 
semester in one spot: supportateverystep.com. 

 Flexibility! More Choice. You Decide. 

 Multiple Options at Multiple Price Points! 

 Content Options: McGraw Hill, Custom, 
Open Learning Solutions.

 Format Options: Print, McGraw Hill eBook, Courseware, 
Bundles.

 Delivery Options: Inclusive Access, Rental, Purchase.

 1200+ Inclusive Access institutional partnerships in 2020, 
saving students nearly $200 million based on purchases of the 
same products by these institutions in 2019. 

Visit mheducation.link/realvalue for details. 

The statements in this document are for informational purposes only and do not 
represent a warranty of any kind. © 2021 McGraw Hill. All rights reserved.
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